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cyberfoot , the conference for cybersecurity professionals and by those who need to understand the security impact of technology, was held on 4-5 may 2014. this is my call for an application to speak on the panel on “new vulnerabilities in clouds and iot security.” the request
deadline was may 19th, and applications are now accepted. in the past cyberfoot has had a workshop track where attendees discuss issues of interest that were not addressed in the conference. these are announced as the “call for researchers workshop.” until 2014 was released

there was a track of workshop proceedings, but now the organizers are opening up the call for researchers to suggest a new workshop topic of interest. at this time a complete set of workshop rules is not in place, but they are expected to be published later this summer. at
cyberfoot we are interested in cyber security issues that can be addressed by producers of technology who control large markets, including cloud computing and the internet of things. we have a joint audience this year with the ieee s&t in security and safety committee, which
includes experts in computer security, network security, physical security, communication network security, mobile computing, and machine vision. the audience also includes government and private sector officials involved in cyber security and cyber policy. with regard to the

topic of one of the workshops, we would like to bring the audience up-to-date on the major new findings in this area over the past year, including a number of new iot products and services. for this purpose, we are also issuing a call for a paper on a specific security issue of interest
for the audience. the paper should be a description of the problems being addressed and the challenges to be addressed, as well as the research being done to find solutions. our goal is to provide an introduction to the community on the specific topic, which will be covered in more

detail at the conference. the deadline is may 19, 2014, for early submissions, which will be reviewed and potentially published in time for cyberfoot.
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